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Jean Jewell

From: Tonya Clark

Sent: Tuesday, July 19 , 20058:57 AM

To:

Jean Jewell

Subject: FW:

SURPLUS EMISSIONS = MORE POLLUTION

-----Original Message----From: lee (mailto:slvrchstCWmagiclink. comJ
Sent: Tuesday, July 19 ,

2005 8:52
To: Tonya Clark
Cc: dirk kempthorne; toni hardesty; Andy Dworkin; CBS NEWS; editor; Idaho Mountain Express; Kortny Rolston;
mike mclean; NY TIMES; rocky barker; vholbrook; michelle dun lop; bill chisholm; bert redfern; Bob & Judy
Wright; bob & marilyn rogero; brad gilmore; carolyn elexpuru; cashia brown; charlie lenkner; claudia haynes; dan
and barb moon; Dan Helm; debbie; della johnson; denise cooley; dick parrott; Ginny Gunn email; heidi olson;
helen reddout; jane andrew; jerald gefre; Jerry Jayne; jo kirkpatrick; john osborn; jones; justin hayes; Ken
Midkiff; Lauren McLean; lee; max hatfield; mike ihler; paul & kerri; rachael osborn; tony mannen; wdreynolds;
tom draper; Bill Eddie; Peter Rickards; john schmidt; rich carlson; clint stennett; wendy jaquet; donna pence;
janet renaldi; Marj Schmidt; Karen Arkoosh; Patsy Banning; Don & Lorna Bard; ralph friedemann; Doug Eigan;
diane meeks; heidi olson; Charles Parker; Jake Rice; Sylvia Dill; terry hall; maggie

Subject: SURPLUS

EMISSIONS = MORE POLLUTION

Idaho Power Co. is seeking permission from the state utilities commission to sell its surplus sulfur
dioxide allowances under the federal Clean Air Act. Under an amendment to the 1990 Clean Air
Act , coal and natural gas power plant owners are allowed a limited amount of sulfur dioxide
emissions. Dear IPUC. If we already have too much SOX and NOX , selling " surplus " allowances
only allows more to be released. If the foundation of a house is faulty, so is the integrity of the house.
The foundation of our air quality is the amount of " allowable " emissions. The amount of emissions
allowed is where we fix the problem of air contamination. No more sales of " surplus " emissions. Lee
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